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Heuristic search 


 


In order to perform heuristic searches (e.g. more than 12-14 terminals), LisBeth 


exports “taxon x 3is” matrices to parsimony programs (such as PAUP* or TNT). Then, 


LisBeth imports optimal trees from parsimony programs, calculates the intersection tree, 


calculates per-character RI and assigns synapomorphies. 


Prior to the following steps, make sure that the 3ia.cfg file presents  


- MAXPF=1000, MAXIPF=1000 if TNT is used at Step2. 


- MAXPF=32768, MAXIPF=32768 if PAUP* is used at Step2. 


 


1. Step 1: Get 3is 


 


Search  Compute 3is and their fractional weights  Run 


OR 


3ia -0 file.3ia file.3iz 
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2. Step 2: Export 


To PAUP* ver. 4.0b10 


 


 


To TNT 


 


The tnt1 export produces a file without search commands that must be used via the TNT 


interface.  


OR 
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The tnt2 export produces a file with search commands that can be used with the TNT 


command-line version (when more RAM is required). 


3. Step 3: Import 


From PAUP* ver. 4.0b10 


 


From TNT 
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4. Step 4: Per-character Retention Index 


 


5. Step 5: Character history 


Operation  Interpretation mode  Run! 


 


OR 


 


3iaout interp file.3ia file.3iz > file.txt  
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6. Step 6 (optional) 


If the output file (.3iz) is really big, LisBeth interface cannot display it. It is likely to happen if 


there are a large number of optimal trees. 


In order to display the intersection tree, LisBeth creates a smaller output file. 


 


This program outputs file_07.3iz 


Operation  Interpretation mode  Run! 
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Retention Index 


 


 


When performing a branch-and-bound analysis 


 


Ri values are automatically calculated when performing a branch-and-bound analysis. 


A “Character x Tree” table with Ri values is given in the output file.3ri. 


Ri values are displayed with LisBeth interface using the “Interpretation Mode”. 


 


Ri values for trees imported from other programs 


 


Characters: in file.3ia  


Trees: in file.3iz 


Ri values in a “Character x Tree” table: in file.3ri 
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Ri values for external lists of trees and/or characters 


 


Input file format 


2 sections without headings. 


# for comments 


 


First section 


#Characters 


List of parenthetical characters with their codes (e.g. 1 or [1]). 


One character per line. Separator can be space or “,” 


Taxa codes can be numbers or letters. 


End this section by “;” 


 


Second section 


#Trees 


List of parenthetical trees with their codes (e.g. 1 or . 1). 


One character per line. Separator can be space or “,” 


Taxa codes can be numbers or letters. 


End this section by “;” 


 


Example 


#Characters 


1 (0, (1, 2, (3, (4, (5, 6, 7))))) 


[2] (0 (1 3 (4 5) (6 7 2))) 


3 (0 (4 (6 (8 9)))) 


;  
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#Trees 


1 (1 (2 (3 (4 (5 (6 (7 (8 9)))))))) 


. 2 (1, (2, 3), (4, (5, (6, 7) ,(8, 9)))) 


; 
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Matrix import 


 


 


“Taxon x Character” matrix can be imported into LisBeth if enhanced with a special line that 


gives the hierarchy of states (for details, see Cao et al., 2007). 


 


3iamatx  < file.txt  > file.3ia 


input file format  


Three sections without headings. 


Empty lines are ignored.  


"#" for comments. 


First section 


Character enumeration. Only numbers are authorized. 


Second section 


Parenthetical hierarchies of states. Terms are separated by spaces or tabs. Only numbers 


are authorized as state codes (“?” does not appear in the hierarchy of states). 


LisBeth displays an error if the number of terms is not the same as the number of characters, and if 


brackets are incorrectly balanced. 


Third section 


“Taxon x Character” matrix.  


LisBeth displays an error if the number of character is incorrect and if state codes are incorrect. In 


case of autapomorphy, LisBeth displays a warning.  
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Example: 


 


Tip for distinguishing missing data from inapplicable data (Zaragüeta & 


Bourdon, 2007) 


Missing data: 


- Every state is possible 


- Matrix representation: “?” 


- 3ia representation: the corresponding taxon is not included within the character 


 


Inapplicable data: 


- Every state is impossible 


- Matrix representation: “NA” 


- 3ia representation: the most inclusive state, i.e. non informative state. 


 


References 


Cao N., Zaragüeta-Bagils R. & Vignes-Lebbe R., (2007). Hierarchical representation of the 


hypotheses of homology. Geodiversitas 29 (1) : 5-15. 


Zaragüeta-Bagils, R. & Bourdon, E. (2007). Three-item analysis: Hierarchical representation 


and treatment of missing and inapplicable data. Comptes Rendus Palevol, 6 : 527–534 


 


 1 2 3 4 5 6 


 (0(1)) (1 2(0)) ((1)(0 2)) (0 (1(2))) (0((1)(2))) (0((3)(2(1)))) 


taxon1 0 1 1 1 1 0 


taxon2 1 1 2 ? 1 1 


taxon3 0 0 0 0 0 2 


taxon4 1 0 0 2 2 3 


taxon5 1 2 1 1 2 1 


Section 1 
Section 2 


Section 3 



http://lis-upmc.snv.jussieu.fr/lis/?q=fr/publications

http://lis-upmc.snv.jussieu.fr/lis/?q=fr/publications
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Biogeographic analysis 


 


LisBeth replaces taxa with the areas in which they occur and performs branch-and-bound 


search. 


1. Step 1: Replacing taxa with their areas of occurrence. 


 


3area file.txt file.3ia 


Input (.txt) and output (.3ia) file formats are described below. 


Input file format (.txt) 


3 necessary sections with headings. 


First section (optional) 


No heading. 


This section shows the title of the analysis. 


It ends with “;” (obligatory). 


Second section  


Heading: Taxa 


List of taxa: codes and names separated by “=”. 


It ends with “;” 
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Third section  


Heading: Areas 


List of areas: “area name : taxa codes (separated by space).” Listed taxa are those occurring 


in areas. 


It ends with “;” 


Fourth section  


Heading: Descriptions 


List of parenthetical taxa cladograms preceded by their codes ([1], [2], etc...). 


Taxa are referred to with their codes. 


It ends with “;” 


Example : 


 


; 


Taxa 


1 = TaxonA  


2 = TaxonB  


3 = TaxonC  


4 = TaxonD  


5 = TaxonE  


; 


 


Areas  


Aire1 : 1 5 


Aire2 : 5 


Aire3 : 1 2 4 


Aire4 : 3 


;  


Descriptions  


[1]  (1 (2 (3 (4 5)))) 


[2]  ((1 2) (4 (3 5))) 


[3]  (1 (3 (2 (4 5)))) 


; 


 


Tip for large analyses 


Create a file.3ia for each taxa cladogram of the analysis (the input file shows a single 


cladogram in the Descriptions section). Therefore, enter every area of endemism of the 


global analysis (so as to assign the same code to each of them). 


Run 3area for each file.  


Copy the characters from every Characters section in a single file.3ia. 
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Output file format (.3ia) 


Sections are identical to a standard file.3ia (please, refer to the “Branch-and-bound 


search” documentation). 


The Characters section is enhanced with comments (#). Make sure to keep a copy of it (if 


the file.3ia is saved with LisBeth interface, comments are lost). 


[1.Exp0001] : -red number: code of the area cladogram produced by replacing taxa with  


                      areas (with widespread taxa and repeated areas potentially) 


           -ExpNumber: Enumeration of the subtrees created from a single source tree. 


[1], [2], [3] : enumeration of the biogeographic characters (free from widespread and/or  


repeated areas). 


 


Example  


# Source : [1] ((A1 A2) ((B1 B2 B3) ((((C1) (C2 (D1 D2))) (E1 E2))))) 


 


# Renorm : [1.Exp0001] ((AA AC) ((AA AC AC) ((((AA) ((AC AN) AK)) (AC AC))))) 


 


[1] (AA ((AC AN) AK)) 


 


# Renorm : [1.Exp0002] ((AA AC) ((AA AC AC) ((((AB) ((AC AN) AK)) (AC AC))))) 


 


[2] (AB ((AC AN) AK)) 


 


# Renorm : [1.Exp0003] ((AA AC) (((((AA) ((AC AN) AK)) (AC AC))) (AB AC AC))) 


 


[3] (AA ((AC AN) AK)) 


.... 


 


 


 


 


 


Taxa cladogram described in the  


Descriptions section of the 


input file. 


Area cladogram (with widespread taxa 
and repeated areas potentially) Biogeographic character: Area cladogram 


free from widespread taxa and/or repeated 
areas. 
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2. Step 3: Branch-and-bound analysis 


 


Search  Search for the compatibility trees  Run 


OR 


 


3ia file.3ia file.3iz 


Note that heuristic searches can be performed too. Please, refer to the “Heuristic search” 


documentation. 


3. Step 3: Character history 


 


The output lists the taxa cladogram from the source file (the input file at step 1) that support 


the nodes of the intersection tree reconstructed from optimal trees. 


Option: Details of the 3is details which relationships (from taxa cladograms) support   


the nodes of the intersection tree. 
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Output file format 


The nodes of the parenthetical intersection tree are numerated. 


For each node (Node), the list of taxa cladogram (Sources) supporting it is given. 


Example 


(0: (1: (2: (3: (4: (5: A B) G O R) (6: F (7: H I N))) (8: (9: C K) D E)) P Q) J (10: L M)) 
 
  Node   Sources 
     1       2 4 6 7 
     2       2 3 4 5 6 7 9 
     3      2 4 5 6 7 
     4      2 4 6 7 9 
     5      3 4 7 
     6      9 4 7 
     7      9 4 
     8      2 4 7 
     9     1 2 7 
    10     2 
 
Note that the precise nodes of taxa cladogram supporting the intersection tree are not 
detailed. 
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Cladogram of taxa with polymorphism 


Two subtrees: characters for the 
analysis. 


Polymorphism 


 


LisBeth cannot perform 3ia analyses in case of polymorphic taxa. Polymorphism is removed 


according to the “taxic paralogy” theory, using Nelson and Ladiges (1996) methodology. 


1. 1. Step 1: Remove polymorphism 


 


3area -2 file.3ia file_2.3ia 


Output file format 


Characters 


# Renorm : [1] (((A B) (A C)) D)  


 [1] ((A B) D) 


 [2] ((A C) D) 


 


 


 


2. Step 2 (optional) 


This step is being automated. It is important to trace character history.  


Copy the Charlist section of file.3ia in file_2.3ia. Some of the characters free from 


polymorphic taxa do not match with original characters. LisBeth displays the warning: 


Character and its state-tree don’t match.  


You have to manually remove the problematic states from the list of states and from the 


hierarchy of states given in the Charlist section.  
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References 


Nelson, G.J and Ladiges P.Y. 1996. « Paralogy in Cladistic Biogeography and 


Analysis of Paralogy-Free Subtrees ». American Museum Novitates 3167: 1-58. 
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Character import from Xper
2
 knowledge bases 


 


Xper2 (Ung et al., 2010) is a systematic program for descriptive modeling. Characters can be 


imported to LisBeth with addition of homology constaints. 


 


3iaxper KnowledgeBase > file.3ia 


Note that KnowledgeBase is given without extension. It corresponds to a set of files (created 


by Xper2 program). Homology constrains are given in a manually created file.xpt that 


must have the same name as Xper2 Knowledge Base (KnowledgeBase.xpt). 


 


KnowledgeBase.xpt format 


2 sections with headers 


First section 


Header: Echantillonnage 


List of taxa codes (as specified in Xper2 Knowledge Base) 


 1-5: taxa 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 


 1 5: taxa 1 and 5 


This section ends with “ ;” 


 


Second section 


Header: Representation-3ia 


List of parenthetical characters with their code ([1], [2], etc…) 


 Each state is given as X:Y or X:Y+Y+Z 


 X: character code in the Xper2 Knowledge Base 


 Y: character state in the Xper2 Knowledge Base 
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 “+” are used to aggregate in a single phylogenetic state several states from theXper2 


Knowledge Base. 


 States from several characters can be aggregated into a single phylogenetic state: 


use “,” e.g. X:Y+Z, V:U+W 


This section ends with “ ;” 


 


Example 


Echantillonnage 


1-5 10 12-15 18 20  


; 


 


Representation-3ia 


[1] (10:1 (10:2 (10:3)) 


[2] (25:1 (26:2, 27:3)) 


[3] (21:1 ( 21:2+3+4)) 


; 


 
References 


Ung V., Dubus G., Zaragüeta-Bagils R. & Vignes-Lebbe R., 2010. Xper²: introducing e-


Taxonomy. Bioinformatics, 26(5): 703-704. 
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Branch-and-bound three-item analysis 


 


 


 


LisBeth performs Branch-and-Bound searches. Format of input (.3ia) and output (.3iz, 


.3ri) files are described below. 


 


Search  Search for the compatibility trees  Run  


OR 


 


3ia file.3ia file.3iz 


Optional: verbose (detailed) output file (3ia -v  file.3ia file.3iz) 


Input file format (.3ia) 


5 sections with headers (case sensitive) 


"#" for comments 


First section 


No header. 


Title of the analysis. This section may be empty.  


The final semicolon must be present. 


Second section 


Header: Dimensions 


Size of the analysis (nexus format): 


- ntax= number of taxa 


- nchar= number of characters 
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It ends with “;” 


Third section 


Header: Charlist 


This section may be empty. However, the title "Charlist" and the end semicolon must be 


present. 


List of characters with their code (e.g. [1]) (no separator between characters). 


For each character, list of states with their code (e.g. 1); one state per line. 


At the end of each list of state, the hierarchy of state (separators: , ). 


Example: 


[3] Member 


1 absence  


2 limbs 


3 wings 


(1,(2,(3))) 


The section ends with “;”. 
 


Fourth section 


Header: Taxa 


List of “Code = taxon name”. 


The code can be numerical or alphanumerical.  


Names may be of any length and contain any characters (e.g. spaces). 


Example:  Taxons 


  01 = Taxon A 


  02 = Taxon B! 


  03 = Taxon “C” 


The section ends with “;”   


 


Fifth section 


Header: Characters 


List of characters with their code (e.g. [1]). 


Taxa are referred to with their codes (specified in fourth section). 


Character hierarchy must match state hierarchy specified in third section. Empty nodes are 


not allowed. 


Any successive taxa and brackets may be separated by spaces, e.g. (A B), or by commas, 


e.g. (A,B).  


No polymorphic taxa accepted. 
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All taxa do not have to be present within characters. 


Example: Characters 


  [1] (((03,06),(04,05)),(01,02)) 


  [2] (((03,06,05),04),(01,02)) 


  [3] ((06,03,05,04),(01,02)) 


The section ends with “;” 


Example  


; 
Dimensions 
  ntax=6 nchar=3 
; 


Charlist 
  [1] Character 1 
 0 Absent  
 1 Present 
 2 Particular case 1 
 3 Particular case 2 
 4 Particular case 3 
 (0,(1,(2),(3)),(4)) 
  [2] Character 2 
 0 Plesiomorphic state 
 1 Apomorphic state 
 2 Particular case 1 
 4 Particular case 2 
 (0,(1,(2)),(4)) 
  [3] Character 3 
 0 Plesiomorphic state  
 1 Particular case 1 


 4 Particular case 2 
 (0,(1),(4)) 
; 
Taxa 
  01 = Taxon A 
  02 = Taxon B  
  03 = Taxon C 
  04 = Taxon D 
  05 = Taxon E 
  06 = Taxon F 
; 
Characters 
  [1] (((03,06),(04,05)),(01,02)) 
  [2] (((03,06,05),04),(01,02)) 
  [3] ((06,03,05,04),(01,02)) 
; 


 


Output file format (.3iz) 


7 sections with headers (e.g. -<D01>--) and footers (-<F01>--). 


The sections may or may not be present depending of the options used. 
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–<D01>– –Configuration 


List of the options used by 3ia program. 


–<D02>– –Input 


Title of the analysis (if provided in the input file). 


Number of taxa 


List of taxa name with their codes 


 


–<D03>– –Characters 


This section is produced by the "-v" (enhanced traces) option  


List of 3is and their fractional weight (FW) per character.  


The relative inclusiveness of states is given by their indentation. 


The structure of each node is given as ("< X Y Z /" A B C ">") where A, B, C are taxa coded 


for this state and X Y Z taxa without this state.  


For each node:  


- total number of 3is 


- number of logically independent 3is. 


- FW of the logically independent 3is. 


- List of the 3is 


–<D04>– –3is 


Number of all 3is 


Sum of their FW. 


List of  all 3is and their FW  


FW are provided as exact values or floating values, depending on the 3ia.cfg file. 


- Exact FW: every FW has a common denominator, and FW values (iFW) equal the 


numerator (not exceeding MAXIPF value given in 3ia.cfg)  


- Floating FW: FW are converted to floating-point numbers (if numerators exceed 


MAXIPF). The highest FW is given MAXPF value (indicated in 3ia.cfg)  


–<D05>––Reorganization of the taxa (option -otxt) 


This section is produced by the "–otxt" option. It lists the terminals in the order that 


the program has rearranged them to optimize the search of the optimal trees. 
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–<D06>--Search of compatible trees 


This section missing if option -0 is used. 


Number of optimal trees 


Overall RI value 


=> Time used for search 


List of parenthetical optimal trees with their codes (e.g. . 1).  


Separators: commas (if at least one of the input trees used them).  


–<D07>–Reconstruction of the intersection tree by 3iapr 


Rebuilt intersection tree:  


! parenthetical intersection tree 


List "comm" of the 3is common to all the optimal trees. 


List "ref" of the 3is deduced from the characters 


List "int" of the 3is deduced from the intersection tree 


Overall RI value  


Completeness index value (Compl). 


Output file format (.3ri) 


Title of the analysis 


RI_DEC:  precision of the value (e.g. RI_DEC = 3, the maximum RI value will be written as 


1000, meaning 1,000)  


“character x tree” table with RI values (if a character does not generate any 3is, "–" is 


displayed). 


- columns: characters (labelled with numbers given in the Characters header of the 


input file).  


- first row: per-character RI values for intersection tree (labelled "0") 


- following rows: per-character RI for every optimal tree (labelled by numbers) 


The file.3ri has a "csv" structure, i.e. can be opened in a datasheet program. 
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Character history 


 


Phylogenetic analysis 


Operation  Interpretation mode  Run! 


 


Select a tree in the “Optimal trees” window. The RI values are displayed in front 


of each character in the “Characters” window. 


Character history can be displayed for each or several character(s): select one or 


several character(s). States are displayed on the tree: red means homoplasy, green means 


synapomorphy. Note that in 3ia there are not ambiguous synapomorphies (users do not have 


to choose between optimizations). 


Character history can be displayed for each node: <double-click> on a node. 
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OR 


 


3iaout interp file.3ia file.3iz > file.txt  


Output file format: 


Compatibility trees 


[1] ((01,02),((03,06),(04,05))) 


    (0: (1: 01,02),(2: (3: 03,06),(4: 04,05))) 


[0] ((01,02),((03,06),(04,05))) 


    (0: (1: 01,02),(2: (3: 03,06),(4: 04,05))) 


 


 


[1] ((01,02),((03,06),(04,05))) 


    (0: (4: 01,02),(1: (2: 03,06),(3: 04,05))) 


  [1] ((01,02),((03,06),(04,05))) 


    {1}  Accepted : {2} 


    {2}  Accepted : {3} 


Characters 


Per-character RI Selected tree 


Homoplasies:  
Character:state 


Synapomorphies:  
Character:state 


Mixed synapomorphies 
and homoplasies 


 
List of the optimal tree(s) in which 
nodes are numbered.  
[0] is always the intersection tree. 


List of characters and states. 


{state} interpretation: {node of the tree} 
Accepted means: synapomophy 
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    {3}  Accepted : {4} 


    {4}  Accepted : {1} 


  -> Accepted 


… 


 [2] ((01,02),((03,05,06),04)) 


    (0: (4: 01,02),(1: (2: 03,05,06),04)) 


  [1] ((01,02),((03,06),(04,05))) 


    {1}  Accepted : {2} 


    {2}  Refuted 


      Refuted nodes : {2} 


      {3} 


      05 


    {4}  Accepted : {1} 


  -> Refuted 


… 


 


Biogeographic analysis 


 


The output lists the taxa cladogram that support the nodes of the intersection tree 


reconstructed from optimal area cladograms. Taxa cladograms are stored in a specific file 


(see the “Biogeographic analysis” documentation). Make sure that this file is in the same 


directory as the file.3ia. 


Option: Details of the 3is details which relationships (from taxa cladograms) support   


the nodes of the intersection tree. 


 


Output file format 


The nodes of the parenthetical intersection tree are numerated. 


For each node (Node), the list of taxa cladogram (Sources) supporting it is given. 


 


{state} interpretation: {node(s) of the tree} 
Refuted means: homoplasy 
Here, distortion comes from taxon 05.  
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Example 


(0: (1: (2: (3: (4: (5: A B) G O R) (6: F (7: H I N))) (8: (9: C K) D E)) P Q) J (10: L M)) 
 
  Node   Sources 
     1       2 4 6 7 
     2       2 3 4 5 6 7 9 
     3      2 4 5 6 7 
     4      2 4 6 7 9 
     5      3 4 7 
     6      9 4 7 
     7      9 4 
     8      2 4 7 
     9     1 2 7 
    10     2 
 
Note that the nodes of taxa cladogram supporting the intersection tree are not detailed. 
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The intersection tree: an alternative summary tree 


                               


 The intersection tree is suggested as an alternative result to the usual consensus 


trees. It is calculated from the relationships (3is – “three item statements) common to all 


optimal trees. 


 


1. Get the intersection tree for a 3ia branch-and-bound analysis 


The intersection tree is automatically calculated when a 3ia branch-and-bound search is 


performed. The intersection tree is labeled [0] and can be displayed with the interface. 


 


2. Get the intersection tree for trees from external sources 


 


 


3iapr –C < file.txt > file_out.txt 
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Input file format:  


- one tree per line 


- no heading 


- no semicolon (nor at the end of lines, neither at the end of the file) 


Example 


(A (B (C (D E)))) 


((A B) (C (D (E F)))) 


 


Output file (.txt): 


Rebuilt intersection tree: 


!  (A B (C (D E))) 


 


 


3. Display the intersection tree with LisBeth interface 


This functionality can be used for trees stored in a PAUP* formatted file.tre. 


a. Step 1 


Copy the list of taxa in a new file matching with the.3ia format. 


Make sure that one of the outgroups is labeled 1. 


Save as file.3ia 


b. Step 2 


          Search  Compute 3is and their fractional weights  Run 


OR 


   


3ia -0 file.3ia file.3iz 
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c. Step 3 


 


Note that the “1”- labeled outgroup has been removed.  
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Get trees from huge files 


 


LisBeth interface is limited by file size. It can be useful to get trees from the original 


file.3iz in order to display them. 


 


This program outputs files such as file_06.3iz, file_07.3iz, file_06.3ri, 


file_07.3ri. 


Make sure to correctly name the file when using the “Interpretation Mode” in order to trace 


character history (on the intersection tree for instance). 


Operation  Interpretation mode  Run! 
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How to create and edit taxa (or areas) 


and characters (or TACs) 


Names of taxa. Any symbol (e.g. space) accepted, 
no limited length. <Click> on "Create taxon" or 
press Enter to save the taxon. 


  


 


2a <Click> on "New code" 
to change taxa codes 
(modification through the 
Configuration menu too). 
 


 


<Click> to choose 
displaying names, 
codes, or 
codes:names  


 


2b 


Drag the lines to 
resize windows  


Select "Taxa edition" 
from the Tools menu  


 


Characters are 
entered as 
rooted trees… 


 


3a 


…or Venn diagrams 
 


3b 


Display as trees or Venn diagrams 
 


3c  


Characters. Display 
them by double 
clicking or <click> the
 button 


<Shift-click> on a node to name a state 
 


1 
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Selecting taxa/areas (the same method may be applied for characters/TACs) 


Taxa may be selected by clicking on them. When selected, they displayed in red. The combination Ctrl + Click selects several taxa one by one; 


selecting a taxon and then using the combination Shift + Click on a second taxon selects all the taxa between both. 


To edit a taxon name, enter a new name with the same code. 


To remove a taxon, select it and then press Del 


The tree editor 


In 3ia, both hypotheses of homology and cladograms are represented by rooted trees (or the isomorphic hierarchies). The main window is used 


to display these trees.  


 


 


  


<Click> to drag 
the tree: the 
cursor changes 


 


<Click> to select a node: selected 
nodes appear red. Nodes may be 
dragged to edit order of taxa 


Use the scroll bars to 
resize the tree. The _ 
button replaces the 
tree in the centre of 
the display zone 


 


<Click> to toggle between displaying nothing / state number 
/ state description 


<Click> to toggle between displaying trees / Venn diagrams 


<Click> to toggle between displaying trees with squared 
angle / oblique branches It may be combined with      button 
 
<Click> to toggle between displaying trees (1) with terminals 
not aligned (2) aligned (3) long basal branches (4) 45° 
branches. It may be combined with       button 


<Click> to change alignment of terminal and internal nodes. 
Works in combination with   button 


<Click> to change alignment of terminal and internal nodes. 
Works in combination with   button 
 


Edit the tree by <drag-drop> of nodes, then <click> to save 
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How to… Tree mode Venn diagrams mode 


Select a node <Click> on node <Click> on node 


Deselect a node <Click> on already selected node <Click> on already selected node 


Create a terminal node 


<Drag-drop> the terminal taxon from the list of 
taxa. The terminal will be attached to a selected 
node if there is one, to the closest one if none is 
selected 


<Drag-drop> the terminal taxon from the list of 
taxa. The terminal will be attached to the class 
where it is dropped 


Remove a selected node/class 
(may be activated/deactivated through the 
Configuration menu) 


<Del>. If it is an internal node, all the included terminals and nodes will also be deleted after confirming 
the action. If the root is selected, a new one will automatically be created 


Remove a node <Ctrl-RightClick> on the node <Ctrl-RightClick> on the class 


Change the father of a node 
<Drag-drop> a branch to a previously selected 
node 


N/A in this mode 


Edit a tree (replace relative position of nodes) 


<Click> on node, then <Drag-drop> the node to the 
desired relative position. <Click> on "Fix" button to 
save the position. If the "Position constraint" option 
is activated (Configuration  Editor Tree Mode), 
nodes are automatically aligned 


N/A in this mode 


Hide/show taxa included in a node <RightClick> on the node <RightClick> on the handle of the class 


Resize an internal node/class N/A 
<Click> on the edge of the class and <Drag-drop> 


(the cursor appears as )  


Colorize nodes/classes N/A 
Mode [S] : <Click> on the class 
Mode [D] : classes are colorized when the mouse 
is over them. 


Symbols used 


<Click> Mouse left-click. 
<RightClick> Mouse right-click. 
<Drag-drop> <Click> on the object, drag it with the left button of the mouse pressed, release the button to drop it. 
<Ctrl-…> press the "Ctrl" key while using the mouse. 
<Alt-…> press the "Alt" key while using the mouse. 
<Maj-…> press the "Shift" key while using the mouse. 
<Del> Del key. 
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How to… Tree mode Venn diagrams mode 


Three ranks are colorized, colours may be chosen 
through the menu Configuration  Venn diagram 
mode 


Enter/edit states of an internal node 
<ShiftClick> on the node, tape the name, press enter or <Click> on the OK button. To delete  a state, edit 
it or select it from the "States" window and press <Del> 


Highlight/deemphasize one or several (terminal 
or internal) taxa in a character or cladogram 


Select it (them) from the "Taxa" window and press the >> Button. To deemphasize taxa, <Click> on the 
highlighted spot. To deemphasize all highlighted taxa, <ShiftClick> on any spot 


Highlight one terminal taxon in the taxon list <Click> on the taxon in the character/cladogram and press the << button 


Highlight/deemphasize a state 
<Click> on the state in the character/cladogram and then press the << button to highlight the state in the 
"States" window, or select the state in the "States" window and press >>. To deemphasize, <Click> on 
the highlight spot 


Display synapomorphies at nodes 


Select one or more characters in Interpretation mode (Menu Operation  Interpretation mode + Run!, 
then load a tree) 


Or <DoubleClick> on a node to display the characters/states and their status at that node 


Display the tree character in a separate window <RightClick> on the character name on the list of characters and choose "Display the character" 


Hide a box of synapomoprhies/homoplasies <RightClick> on the coloured header of the box 


   
 
 





